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FR59 - FR Anti-Static Winter Jacket
Collection:  Bizflame™ Work
Range:  Flame Resistant
Shell  Fabric:   Bizflame Work:  99% Cotton,  1% Carbon
Fibre
Outer Carton:  8

Product information
This Winter FR Jacket is perfect for the demands of the offshore industry.
Constructed with the same outer fabric as the FR50 and combined with an
extra thick wadding insulation and FR cotton lining for extra warmth. This
style also has high visibility reflective tape double stitched for enhanced
visibility.  Meeting all  the required EN standards including the welding
standard. Features include triple stitched seams, high visibility strips on
shoulders, arms and body, concealed 2-way front brass zip and two front
slant  chest  pockets  with  flaps.  The  garment  also  has  an  inner  waist
adjustment for a snug fit. This style has the added benefit of a detachable
hood with brass zip attachment.
Bizflame™ Work
BizFlame™  Work  has  been  developed  and  designed  using  the  highly
innovative Bizflame™ Work flame resistant fabric with added anti-static
properties. Certified to a range of international standards. Triple stitching
and brass zips throughout for extra strength and durability.

Flame Resistant
This  industry  leading  flame  resistant  range  provides  multi  standard
protection for hazardous environments. These state of the art products are
the result of years of experience combined with advanced technology and
market research.  Commitment to the health,  safety and comfort  of  the
wearer can be seen in the wide range of products suitable for all climates
and end uses.

Standards
EN ISO 11612 (A1+A2 B1, C1, E2, F1)
EN ISO 11611 Class 2 (A1+A2)
EN 1149 -5
EN 342 (0.321 (M².K/W), 2, X)

Features
Protection against radiant, convective and contact heat●

Class 2 welding protection●

Lower front pockets with hook and loop closure●

Internal chest pocket●

Two chest pockets with stud closure●

Drawcord adjustable waist for a comfortable fit●

FR cotton lined for added warmth and comfort●

Durable, strong and long lasting brass zip●

Fully lined and padded to trap the heat and increase warmth●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Premium sew on flame resistant reflective tape●
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FR59 - FR Anti-Static Winter Jacket
Commodity Code: 6203321000

Test House
SATRA Technology Europe Ltd     (Notified Body No.: NB: 2777)
Bracetown Business Park
D15 YN2P, Ireland
Cert No: 2777/12967-03/E00-00

Wash Care
            

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14


